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Abstract: Countless numbers of people lost their lives at Europe’s southern borders in recent years
in the attempt to cross to Europe in small rubber inflatables. This work examines satellite-based
approaches to build up future systems that can automatically detect those boats. We compare the
performance of several automatic vessel detectors using real synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data
from X-band and C-band sensors on TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1. The data was collected in an
experimental campaign where an empty boat lies on a lake’s surface to analyse the influence of main
sensor parameters (incidence angle, polarization mode, spatial resolution) on the detectability of
our inflatable. All detectors are implemented with a moving window and use local clutter statistics
from the adjacent water surface. Among tested detectors are well-known intensity-based (CA-CFAR),
sublook-based (sublook correlation) and polarimetric-based (PWF, PMF, PNF, entropy, symmetry
and iDPolRAD) approaches. Additionally, we introduced a new version of the volume detecting
iDPolRAD aimed at detecting surface anomalies and compare two approaches to combine the volume
and the surface in one algorithm, producing two new highly performing detectors. The results are
compared with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, enabling us to compare detectors
independently of threshold selection.

Keywords: constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector; polarimetric detector; sub-look detector; vessel
detection systems; ship detection; synthetic aperture radar (SAR); disaster mitigation

1. Introduction

The ongoing humanitarian crisis in the Mediterranean Sea still sees refugees risking
their lives in small rubber inflatables in their desperate attempt to flee from terror, rape,
and persecution. Human traffickers pack these rubber inflatables with people and let them
debark on a—at least—250 km journey to Europe. However, the overcrowded rubber boats
are not seaworthy and cannot withstand the situation on the open sea. With our research,
we want to test and validate the detection capabilities of satellite-based imaging radar to
contribute to search and rescue efforts. In 2017, we collected the first Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) database of such 12 m × 3.5 m × 0.5 m (l/w/h) rubber inflatables using a lake
as a test-bed. In a previous paper, we proved that under these simplified circumstances
the visual identification of this target is possible and feasible, reaching visual identification
rates of over 80% [1]. The study showed that the identification capabilities do greatly
depend on several different sensor and scene parameters such as the vessel’s speed and
heading and the local wind conditions.
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To save precious time, some degree of automation in the detection process is very
helpful when it comes to the processing of large amounts of data. For disaster mitigation
applications, a semi-automatic approach where a human-based verification follows a code-
based detection increases the results’ reliability. To pave the way to a semi-automatic
detection workflow and infrastructure especially tailored for refugee inflatables, we test
and benchmark an array of automatic vessel detection systems (VDS). We bring together
different detection methodologies with a wide range from intensity-based detection to
polarimetric approaches and a sub-look detector.

One of the most prominent intensity-based detectors is the Cell Averaging-Constant
False Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR) detector, which searches for intensity anomalies with stronger
backscattering than the surroundings. The main object’s properties that impact the intensity
values of a SAR image are the following: surface roughness, the dielectric constant of the
material, and the presence of corners (or large scale roughness). The CA-CFAR is highly
usable for ship detection since ships are expected to have a relatively large backscattering
compared to the background sea clutter [2]. CA-CFAR adaptively changes the threshold to
fix the probability of false alarms throughout the dataset [3]. Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR)
has been demonstrated to be very useful to identify objects by decomposing their radar
return [4]. In this work, we tested the Polarimetric Match Filter (PMF; [5]), the Dual-
pol Ratio Anomaly Detector (DPolRAD; [6]), the Geometrical Perturbation Polarimetric
Notch Filter (PNF; [7]), a reflection symmetry detector (referred to as PolSym; [8]) and the
polarimetric entropy detector (we call it here PolEntropy; [9]). Finally, spectral analysis
was shown to be useful for ship detection. [10–13] developed detection techniques which
exploit diversity in frequency and are called sub-look detectors. In this work, we applied
the sub-look cross-correlation detector (abbreviated with SubCorr).

To begin, Section 2 delivers an overview of approaches and techniques developed for
maritime object detection with SAR in recent decades with special concern for the state of
the art of vessel detection. We open Section 3 with the description of the seven VDS we
tested and evaluated together with a new variant of the iDPolRAD we want to introduce.
Furthermore, we provide a short introduction to detection theory and to receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves which is the visualization method we chose for our results.
The results of the different detectors’ capabilities for small rubber inflatables are presented
in Section 4. From tests we try to highlight their detection capabilities and try to interpret
their reliability before the background of different sets of sensor and scene parameters. The
paper closes with a discussion and a conclusion section.

2. Vessel Detection Systems: Developments, Approaches and Methods

SAR is still the leading technology for maritime monitoring. Furthermore, it is espe-
cially valuable for disaster monitoring, response and mitigation because of its all-day and
all-weather capabilities [2,3]. Furthermore, SAR is the preferred sensor for ship detection
from space because the achievable resolutions match ship sizes and it can cover compar-
atively wide areas. Consequently, there is a great number of research and literature on
SAR ship detection. The challenges for a successful detection of maritime vehicles on the
open ocean with SAR imagery have remained the same since its beginnings: small, moving
vessels made from non-conductive materials are hard to detect. Ship classification and
identification is even more difficult. Rough sea conditions and local winds can produce
false alarms which are hard to remove. Furthermore, SAR imagery is subject to intrinsic
noise (speckle) and a coherent coverage of large areas with a reasonable spatio-temporal
resolution have not been realized so far with only the few dozen SAR satellites that exist
now.

Comparable research on the detection of small, non-metallic maritime vehicles with
SAR is scarce. Marino et al. show that small fishing boats made of fiberglass are hard to
detect without ultra-high resolution SAR imagery [14,15]. Other research revealed that
the Radar Cross Section (RCS) of non-metallic vessels (e.g., wooden) is much smaller
than comparably-sized metal made ones and a reliable detection with SAR is hard to
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provide [16,17]. Gao and Shi used Along Track Interferometry (ATI) SAR data to success-
fully detect small vessels [18]. Recently, deep learning algorithms for small ship detection
emerged with the drawback of high computational cost and the need for training data
support [19]. Liu et al. [20] developed and tested a new polarimetric detector for small
ships most recently. This algorithm was constructed using the differences between depolar-
ization power and total power, as well as the difference between double-bounce scattering
and surface scattering.

Single channel (single-pol) ship detectors exploit the fact that the radar cross section of
maritime vehicles is in general higher than the one from the sea [21–23]. This assumption
limits the detection to maritime vehicles with a high Target to Clutter Ratio (TCR). One
of the first detecting techniques was a simple moving window adaptive thresholding
to guarantee constant false alarm rates [24,25]. For the modelling of high resolution
sea clutter backscattering a compound distribution model, such as the compound K-
distribution, is well suited [26]. This is because the backscattering of the sea fluctuates
quite rapidly due to waves and other phenomena [27]. Ref. [28] proposed CFAR to be
used with various distributions of background statistics. H. Greidanus et al. developed the
Search for Unidentified Maritime Objects (SUMO) algorithm which is a pixel-based CFAR
detector for multilook radar images [29]. New CFAR developments consider object-based
approaches [30] and a CFAR without any sliding window for multitarget situations based
on variational Bayesian inference for very complex backgrounds [31].

The development of multichannel SAR (dual and quad-pol modes) enabled more
sophisticated methods which explore and combine more than one feature, such as SAR po-
larimetry (PolSAR; [32]). An advantage of PolSAR techniques is that they are less affected
by heterogeneity of sea surface [29]. A first approach to exploit polarimetric information is
statistical. Additionally, it opens a spectrum of ways to decompose the polarimetric chan-
nels’ information into different combinations of backscattering mechanisms (e.g., [32–34])
occurring at the vessel and the surrounding water surface and to use them as distinctive
feature [35–38]. The list below mentions several popular PolSAR concepts:

• Model-based approaches such as the Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT, such
as in [39]) were successfully tested. Both can better handle rough sea states than the
CFAR through improved false alarms rejection [40]. Liu et al. [41] proposed the GLRT
methodology where the statistics for the sea are considered normal distributed and
the covariance matrix of the target is unknown.

• The Generalized Optimization of Polarimetric Contrast Enhancement (GOPCE, [42])
tries to identify the highest contrast through measuring the similarity in the scattering
behaviour of an arbitrary target with a plane and a dihedral target.

• The polarimetric reflection symmetry detector relies on the concept that surfaces have
reflection symmetry and therefore a very low magnitude of the C12 element of the
covariance matrix (complex inner product between the co- and the cross-polarized
channels). On the other hand, it can be assumed that complex scatterers such as ships
are likely to not own particular symmetric properties [8,43,44].

• The Geometrical Perturbation Polarimetric Notch Filter (PNF) was proposed by [7] and
further improved [45]. It is based on the idea of isolating the full-polarimetric return
coming from the sea and detecting anomalies with different polarimetric signatures
depending on orientation, material and structure of the vessel. The PNF approach
focuses on targets lying in the complement orthogonal subspace of the sea vector. It
was later picked up by [18] who tested it with ATI-SAR data.

• The Polarimetric Match Filter (PMF), developed by [5], was picked up several times
since (e.g., [42]). It intends to enhance the contrast between the covariance matrices of
the clutter and the vessel over different scattering mechanisms. The algorithm returns
the scattering mechanism that optimizes the diversity providing the highest contrast
possible. In that very same publication Novak further describes the Polarimetric
Whitening Filter (PWF) which uses the trace to minimise the speckle which will
facilitate detection and the Optimal Polarimetric Detector (OPD).
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• Ref. [14] derived the entropy detector from the Cloude–Pottier decomposition [46] to
quantify the possible dominance of one scattering mechanism over the others in small
fishing boats at low incidence angles. In [9] the polarimetric entropy detector was as
well used for ship detection at low incident angles.

Sub-look detectors follow a different methodological way which is based on the
spectral analysis of single-look SAR data to extract the spectrum and analyse portions
(sub-looks or sub-apertures) of it. This enables the detection of vessels which are correlated
between looks before the background of an uncorrelated sea surface [11,12]. Through the
attenuation of that uncorrelated radar returns the water surface’s clutter can be reduced
while preserving the vessels’ signals, leading to a higher TCR. This method is combined
with a variety of approaches, each named after the distinctive feature it uses: the sub-look
entropy detector [47], the sub-look coherence detector [47], the sub-look cross-correlation
detector [13,48], sub-look algorithms exploring variances of the phase [49,50] and sub-
look detectors based on the GLRT [51]. In this way it is possible to enhance the TCR
with the drawback of reduced spatial resolution according to the number of sub-looks
employed [52].

Finally, the discrete Wavelet Transform (WT) takes advantage of differences in the
statistical behaviour of the vessel and the water surface clutter. It increases the TCR by noise
reduction through the addition of the mean and detected edges in different directions [22].

Given that the object is visible at all, we have to deal with typical issues in radar images
such as azimuth displacement (“train-off-the-track effect”) triggered by object movement in
range direction and explained by the Doppler effect. Dual channel Ground Moving Target
Indication (GMTI) techniques have been developed to improve the detection of moving
objects and even using their movement as an identification feature [53]. Among them are
the classical approaches Displaced Phase Center Antenna (DPCA; [54,55]) and ATI-Along-
Track Interferometry [56], as well as promising adaptive techniques such as extended
DPCA (EDPCA; [57]) and Imaging Space-Time Adaptive Processing (ISTAP; [58]). Ref. [18]
combined ATI with notch filtering and later [59] introduced Oceanic DPCA (ODPCA),
an extension of DPCA where the statistics of the open ocean’s water surface in ATI-SAR
data are taken into account for modelling. [60] designed a new ATI detector based on
the complex interferometric dissimilarities in dual-channel data. Another well-known
problem are azimuth ambiguity patterns which are image artefacts appearing as a weaker
repetitions (’ghosts’) of a strong discrete scatterer shifted at a fixed distance in azimuth [61].
They can be caused by bright objects on land near the coast as well and much research was
done to tackle this problem (e.g., [35,62,63]). Ref. [29] proposes to label them as recurrent
false alarms if repeat-pass images are available.

Furthermore, moving maritime vehicles can be detected in an indirect way via the
turbulent wakes and kelvin wakes they produce when in motion [21,64]. That approach
is often used in combination with GMTI techniques. [65] investigated the influence of
different environmental conditions such as sea state or local wind, ship properties such
as ship speed or ship heading, and image acquisition parameters such as incidence angle
or satellite heading on the probability of detection with SAR. New approaches are radon
transform for wake component detection [66], the generalized minimax concave (GMC)-
based method [67] and enhancement of detection using Cauchy distribution [68].

With increasing computational power and growing data resources available, ship
detectors have been developed in the pattern recognition community. However, many of
the traditional methods such as region selections, e.g., scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT), and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG), and classifiers, e.g., support vector
machine (SVM) have a high computational cost. With deep learning, time performance
increased since it directly taps GPU power [69]. Different approaches using convolutional
neural networks (CNN) (e.g., [19]) began to evolve rapidly and we see different deep
learning models for object detection: the region proposal classification (R-CNN; [70]) and
the sliding window. R-CNN was followed by fast R-CNN [71] and faster R-CNN [72,73],
reducing complexity and increasing performance by directly using the softmax function
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instead of SVMs and introducing Region of Interest (ROI) polling. Other approaches such
as YOLO [74] and YOLOv2 try to embrace the whole image during the training and testing
period [69]. Ref. [75,76] proposed the integration of contextual-based CNNs with deep
architecture and the pixel-based multilayer perceptron (MLP) with shallow structures
suitable for high resolution satellite imagery.

In our goal to identify reliable and robust detection algorithms for refugee rubber
inflatables we evaluated a selection of intensity-based, polarimetric and sub-look VDSs for
our special maritime vehicle. We could not use genetic algorithms, neural networks or deep
learning algorithms due to the extremely limited amount of training data. Nor did we test
wake detection or GMTI techniques for this paper because the target was mostly stationary.

3. Data and Methods

Our data collection covers a broad variety of combinations of different scene settings
and sensor settings in comparably calm wind and water surface conditions of a small lake
near Berlin. The test inflatable used in our campaign is an original refugee rubber boat,
recovered from the central Mediterranean Sea (see [1]).

Our special target (Figure 1) is made of thin inflated rubber tubes which are parted
into five chambers. The wooden parts form the floor and the transom where the outboard
engine is attached to. Its roof is flat, it has no bilge or under water body and even when
fully occupied has virtually no draught.

(a) Broad side (b) Rear end (c) Wooden floor

Figure 1. The vessel on its way to the test-bed lake.

The majority of this work focuses on single-pol and dual-pol data from the TerraSAR-X
mission operated by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) with High-Resolution SpotLight
(HS) and StripMap (SM) modes (Table 1). Cross-pol data was only available in SM dual-
pol mode. Quad-pol observations were not accessible for us at all so we had to adapt
the detection algorithms accordingly. In addition, we run tests on a small collection of
four dual-pol VV/VH datasets from S1’s Interferometric Wide Swath (IW) mode acquired
during the campaign.

Table 1. Available data according to acquisition mode and polarization.

TSX-HS
Images from...

TSX-SM
Images from...

Single-Pol
Mode

Dual-Pol
Mode

Single-Pol
Mode

Dual-Pol
Mode

Co-pol 13 14 Co-pol 8 12
Cross-pol 0 0 Cross-pol 0 6

To visualize and compare the detectors’ performance we use the binary classification
scheme called Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curves. The ROC curve is created
by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at various
threshold settings. The detector under test’s finding for each threshold is validated against
the sea truth mask. To perform pixel-based and object-based validation we used two
different way of counting true positive pixels. We created two sea truth masks for each of
the SAR datasets. Figure 2 shows a series of example sea-truth masks for both the pixel-
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based and the object-based approach. In the pixel-based masks we select every pixel within
a small distance to the boat’s real position with an intensity higher than the mean plus two
times the standard deviation of the local clutter. Every pixel is then evaluated separately.
Whereas for the object-based approach, we set all pixels to true within a rectangle of about
12 × 3.5 m plus an optional buffer zone of about 10m to compensate for GPS inaccuracies.
In the object-based validation, the ship is called detected if at least one of its pixels are
detected. The object-based approach is a more close to a result interesting to an operator
because it assess the detection capability of the boat as a whole, while the pixel-based
method is more important to assess the capability to delineate the size of the boat.

(a) HH-pol, mode: HS

(b) VV-pol, mode: HS

(c) HH-pol, mode: HS, vessel inclined
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(d) VV-pol, mode: HS, vessel moving in azimuth

(e) HH-pol, mode: HS, vessel moving in azimuth

(f) HH-pol, mode: SM, vessel moving in azimuth

Figure 2. Example images of sea truth masks. Left column: TSX SAR images (@DLR 2017) coloured
according to each image’s statistics; centre column: pixel-based sea truth mask; right column: object-
based sea truth mask.

If the boat left no identifiable trace in a single-pol image (three cases), the sea truth
mask for pixel-based detection is left empty. For the object-based approach, we placed the
boat according to the GPS-coordinates recording during the acquisition.

We chose nine different vessel detection algorithms to test the detection capabilities
of SAR data for small rubber inflatables. The range of detection techniques include an
intensity-based approach, a sub-look detector and six polarimetric detectors (Table 2). For
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each VDS, two boxcar filters are applied to the training window (some of them using a
guard window if this increases the performance) and the smaller test window (in some
cases just one cell) to implement a moving average filter.

Table 2. VDSs under test, applicable polarimetric channels and total number of samples (n) per detector.

Detector Category Single
Co-Pol

Dual
Co-Pol

Dual
Cross-Pol

N
(HS,SM)

Fixed Parameters:
RR (Dimensionless),

All Others in m

Cell Averaging Constant
False Alarm Rate
(CA-CFAR)

intensity
based

27,26
training window size: 36
guard window size: 24
CUT: 1 cell

Sub-look Correlation
(SubCorr)

sub-look 27,26 training window size: 12
CUT: 1 cell

Polarimetric Notch Filter
(PNF)

polari-
metric

7,9
training window size: 96
CUT 1 cell
RR: 0.02

Polarimetric Entropy
(PolEntropy)

polari-
metric

7,9 training window size: 7
CUT: 1 cell

Polarimetric Match
Filter (PMF)

polari-
metric

7,9
training window size: 120
guard window size: 24
CUT window size: 24

Polarimetric Whitening
Filter (PWF)

polari-
metric

7,9
training window size: 120
guard window size: 24
CUT window size: 24

Polarimetric Symmetry
(PolSym)

polari-
metric

0,6
training window size: 5
guard window size: 2
CUT: 1 cell

Cross-pol Intensity Depolarization
Ratio Anomaly "volume"
Detector (Cross-iDPolRAD)

polari-
metric

0,6
training window size: 36
guard window size: 12
CUT: 1 cell

Co-pol Surface Intensity
Depolarization Ratio
Anomaly Detector
(Co-SiDPolRAD)

polari-
metric

0,6
training window size: 36
guard window size: 12
CUT: 1 cell

All VDS algorithms under test are taken from literature except the Co-SiDPolRAD
(Formula (1)) which is an adaption of the volume detection algorithm iDPolRAD. The
iDPolRAD algorithm (Formula (2)) was originally developed for the detection of small
icebergs based on their polarization ratio which is different compared to the surrounding
sea or sea ice background. For improving clarity, in this paper we rename the iDPolRAD as
Cross-iDPolRAD. They can be written as

I =
〈|co-pol|2〉test − 〈|co-pol|2〉train

〈|cross-pol|2〉train
∗ 〈|co-pol|2〉test (1)

I =
〈|cross-pol|2〉test − 〈|cross-pol|2〉train

〈|co-pol|2〉train
∗ 〈|cross-pol|2〉test (2)

where 〈〉test and 〈〉train are the spatial averages (or the value of the cell under test if just one
single cell is tested) of the test and the training windows.

Both, the Co-SiDPolRAD and the Cross-iDPolRAD explore the intensity rate between
cross-polarization and co-polarization channels and both consist of two parts: the first (to
the left of the multiplication sign) works as a ’normalizer’ to enhance the contrast and
reduce false alarms and we can defined it as the ’filtering’ component; the second (to the
right of the multiplication sign) impacts the probability of detection and represents the
’filtered image’ component. The result is a detection map which can be evaluated against
an array of thresholds to confront each true positive rate with its counterpart false positive
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rate. Where the Cross-iDPolRAD is capable of reducing false alarms from clutter that
is not an homogeneous surface, his detection capability is limited for inflatable targets,
since these are not very visible in HV. The Co-SiDPolRAD is tailored to detect anomalies
of surface scattering, which is suspected to be a prominent scattering mechanism of our
target [1].

To improve the iDPolRAD’s performance for our special target we combined the
original detector with the new surface scattering version. The result are algorithms that
take the occurrence of both volume and surface scattering mechanisms at or around the
inflatable into account and use them for successful detection. Figure 3 shows our two
different ways to pixel-wise integrate the two detectors: one that sums the two detector
maps Figure 3a and the other with the combination of positive and negative detections via
a logical operator Figure 3b.

(a) Combining iDPolRAD detectors, variant 1. (b) Combining iDPolRAD detectors, variant 2.

Figure 3. New combinations of the polarimetric detectors Cross-iDPolRAD (volume detector) and
Co-SiDPolRAD (surface detector).

While the entropy/alpha approach was originally designed for quad-pol data, it
can also be applied to the simpler case of dual-polarization [77]. With dual-pol data
the scattering matrix [S] cannot be reconstructed completely. Only a column of [S] can
be derived which we then use to construct a 2 × 2 coherency matrix [T] to estimate
depolarization and use that for the PolEntropy detector. For the inflatable rubber boats, we
set it to look for low entropy values.

Sub-look detectors use the interlook cross-correlation property that fully developed
speckle is uncorrelated while deterministic targets are correlated. Therefore, ships show
a higher degree of correlation than the sea surface [11]. This can be done by using Fast
Fourier Transform, split the azimuth or range spectrum in two, apply an inverse Fast
Fourier Transform and correlate the resulting images. [12] has shown that both deliver
similar results, only that the azimuth resolution is lower. Therefore we limit ourselves to
the range variant to gain better results in terms of spatial resolution. Other than the original
SubCorr detector described by Schneider [47] we use the non-normalized correlation
coefficient (or coherence operator). This operator is given by the product of the first
sub-look image and the complex conjugate of the second sub-look image.

All tested algorithms use an adaptive training. Adaptive training is designed to obtain
the statistics of the clutter using local windows. The clutter is obtained from a ring in a
sliding (or moving) window (“boxcar”) with the pixel(s) (or cell(s)) under test (CUT) in the
centre surrounded by a guard ring. This guard ring excludes pixels of an extended target
from the background ring around it and hence avoid contamination of the clutter statistics.

4. Results
4.1. Preliminary Analysis of Detectors

The following series of images in Figures 4–6 provide a first visual overview of the
detectors’ outputs. These outputs are needed to create the detection maps by filtering
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them with a given threshold (or array of thresholds) using three exemplary dual-cross-pol
datasets from TSX’s SM mode. All detection maps are visualized using dimensionless
colour maps of detector-specific ranges. The sea truth masks in the respective sub-figures ‘l’
shows the co-pol portion in blue and the share coming from the cross-pol channel in green.
Subfigures ‘m’ and ‘n’ show original SAR data from σ0

min (black) to σ0
max (white).

(a) CA-CFAR cross-pol (b) CA-CFAR co-pol (c) SubCorr cross-pol

(d) SubCorr co-pol (e) PNF (f) PolEntropy

(g) PMF (h) PWF (i) PolSym

(j) Cross-iDPolRAD (k) Co-SiDPolRAD (l) Sea truth mask

(m) σ0 VH-pol. (n) σ0 VV-pol.

Figure 4. Incidence angle: high; boat: inclined; mode: SM; polarization: dual-pol VH and VV (scale in meters, colour ramps
are without units).
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(a) CA-CFAR_cross (b) CA-CFAR_co (c) SubCorr_cross

(d) SubCorr_co (e) PNF (f) PolEntropy

(g) PMF (h) PWF (i) PolSym

(j) Cross-iDPolRAD (k) Co-SiDPolRAD (l) Sea truth mask

(m) σ0 HV-pol. (n) σ0 HH-pol.

Figure 5. Incidence angle: high; boat: orthogonal, moving in azimuth; mode: SM; polarization: dual-pol HV and HH (scale
in meters, colour ramps are without units).
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(a) CA-CFAR_cross (b) CA-CFAR_co (c) SubCorr_cross

(d) SubCorr_co (e) PNF (f) PolEntropy

(g) PMF (h) PWF (i) PolSym

(j) Cross-iDPolRAD (k) Co-SiDPolRAD (l) Sea truth mask

(m) σ0 HV-pol. (n) σ0 HH-pol.

Figure 6. Incidence angle: low; boat: orthogonal, non-moving; polarization: low; mode: SM; dual-pol HV and HH (scale in
meters, colour ramps are without units).

The three example datasets used represent different sets of sensor settings (incidence
angle: ‘low’ < 35°< ‘high’) and scene settings (the boat’s orientation relative to the line of
sight (LoS) and its movement). Figure 4 has the boat non-moving in 45° inclined whereas
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in Figure 5 the boat moves in azimuth and in Figure 6 we see the non-moving inflatable
oriented orthogonally to the LoS.

The direct comparisons provide an overview how different the algorithms perform
and the impact of each detector’s settings regarding the sizes of the training window
and the test window. Even small features on the rather calm test-bed’s water surface can
produce scattering artefacts which, in turn, reduce the TCR. This is especially true for
low incidence angles (Figure 6) and cross-polarization channels (e.g., Figure 4a compared
to Figure 4b,c compared to Figure 4d). There are several reasons that could explain the
differences in the detection masks and the detection performance. For instance, the PWF
and the PMF produce a bigger detected area (a ’blob’). Possibly this is the case because
they are based on optimisations (bigger CUT window size used compared to the other
detectors, see Table 2) that maximise the detection performance in this problem. In the case
of the PolEntropy the low return from the lake produces more false alarms. The PolSym
is not designed to deal with this type of targets, while the PNF seems to not optimizing
the target direction when the clutter is less polarised. The SubCorr detector is performing
nicely maybe because it rings about a higher sensitivity for the vessel’s edges.

4.2. Comparing Well-Known Detectors

This part of the Results section is prepared in such a way that the detectors’ perfor-
mance is extensively tested on TSX data before the background of the main sensor settings
(incidence angle, polarimetric property and acquisition mode), the detection approach
(pixel-based, object-based with/without buffer) and whether multilooking is switched on
or off. The subsequent part describes the benefits of combining two of the algorithms used.
Finally, the VDS are tested using S1 data.

4.2.1. Comparing Resolution Modes

Figure 7 shows the ROC curves for SM and HM when we use pixel based evaluation
of the TPR and detector perform filtering (multilooking). The dotted black diagonal line
represent the worst possible performance when a completely random choice is made.

(a) Spotlight mode. (b) Stripmap mode.

Figure 7. Comparing resolution: ROC curves for different acquisition modes (Pixel-based, multilooked).

Figure 7a presents the result for HS where cross-pol data and therefore some detectors
are missing. This ROC shows that the polarimetric detectors PWF, PNF and PMF perform
best. The PolEntropy detector, which is set to find low entropy anomalies, provides a very
weak performance because the lake has a low backscattering increasing its entropy (strong
impact of thermal noise in the signal) and the boat is very small with a dominant scattering
mechanism (surface) and occasional volume scattering, therefore it does not have stable
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entropy values throughout. The SubCorr and the CA-CFAR have discrete performance,
but there are some boats that are always missing (TPR remains <0.926).

Figure 7b shows the SM mode where the full set of algorithms could be tested. Again
the polarimetric detectors did well except for the iDPolRAD volume detector. The SubCorr
and the CA-CFAR have low performance, showing that the polarimetric information layer
is important for detecting these targets. The very high result of the Co-SiDPolRAD surface
detector indicates that surface scattering is dominant at the inflatable. HH/VV data seems
to support better detection results than HH/VH data for the CA-CFAR and the sub-look
detector. The results of HS modes are not better than the SM mode, indicating that the
decisive difference here is rather made by the polarimetric capability than by the resolution.

4.2.2. Comparing Polarimetric Modes

Figure 8 extends the comparison between HH/VV and HV/VH data to cover the
polarimetric detectors. It is again a pixel-based approach with filtering and it shows that
the detectors’ performance are at very similar levels for cross-pol and co-pol data.

Figure 8. Comparing polarimetric modes: ROC curves for dual co-pol and cross-pol data in SM
mode (pixel-based, multilooked).

Again, the PolEntropy detector show a different behaviour being more performant in
the cross-pol data domain. It seems that its performance greatly depends on the polarimetry
but this is, to a certain extent, misleading. It happens to be that in our data there is a pattern
of co-pol data being taken under rather extreme low or high incidence angles. We would
suspect the influence of the incidence angle on the entropy to be even greater than the
polarization mode. Consequently, when we see PMF, PWF and PNF performing very well
in this setting, we can assume their robustness with respect to the polarization but also to
the incidence angle.

4.2.3. Assessing Filtering (Multilooking)

Figure 9 illustrates the loss of performance for all detectors when we do not perform
speckle filtering (i.e., multilooking). The CA-CFAR and the SubCorr both perform slightly
weaker in HS mode but very similar in SM mode. Only the SubCorr_cross reaches a clearly
higher AUC in this cost-saving mode.

Among the polarimetric detectors, the PMF, PWF and PNF manage to maintain similar
performance results as with multilooking. The PolSym and the surface detector lose a bit
of performance, the volume detector clearly benefits from speckle filtering. The PolEntropy
was taken out since its result would be unitary.
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(a) Spotlight mode. (b) Stripmap mode.

Figure 9. Assessing multilooking: ROC curves for different TSX-modes (pixel-based, not multilooked).

4.2.4. Counting the Boat as a Single Object

Figure 10 shows the results when we use the object-based approach to count TPR. As
expected, the detectors’ performance increased since the detection task is less hard that the
delineation task. Enlarging the object by using a buffer around the boat further improves
the results of all detectors.

(a) Spotlight mode, without buffer. (b) Stripmap mode, without buffer.

(c) Spotlight mode, with buffer. (d) Stripmap mode, with buffer.

Figure 10. Object-detection: impact of the usage of a buffer around the boat on ROC curves for different TSX-modes
(multilooked, false positives in log10 scale).

Very interestingly, whereas in pixel-based approach the Cross-iDPolRAD has the
weakest performance, it becomes one of the strongest detectors in the object-based variant.
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That could be a sign of strong volume scattering processes going on around the inflatable.
Their spatial extent seems to be rather small and a little dislocated from the high intensity
pixels used for the pixel-based approach. This is a phenomena in reverse to what was
observed in monitoring icebergs [6], where the surrounding pixels showed deeps of the
iDPolRAD. This indicate that the edges are stronger for the opposite of the anomaly (i.e.,
a surface anomaly produces volume anomalies around the edges). Since we are only
detecting the edges of the boat, we need further future analyses to evaluate the actual
usefulness of the iDPolRAD for inflatable boats. This could as well considered a reason the
PolEntropy detector works much better than in pixel-wise mode. The volume scattering
occurring around the inflatable changes the relation between the scattering mechanisms at
that locations and creates therefore an anomaly in the entropy space. It is notable that the
Co-SiDPolRAD do not increase as much as the others. In Spotlight mode the PNF becomes
the best detector.

4.2.5. Comparing Incidence Angles

Figure 11 compares the performance of the algorithms with regard to different inci-
dence angles (low < 35° < high), separated by the acquisition mode. The influence of the
incidence angle alone cannot be shown isolated, but it seems that for most algorithms the
incidence angle does not influence the detection performance to a great extent. The results
of Figure 11a has to be taken with precaution due to the very small number of samples.

(a) Spotlight mode, low incidence angles. (b) Stripmap mode, low incidence angles.

(c) Spotlight mode, high incidence angles. (d) Stripmap mode, high incidence angles.

Figure 11. Impact of the incidence angle on the ROC curves for different acquisition modes (pixel-based, multilooked).

Lower incidence angles decrease the AUC when cross-pol data is used (Figure 11b).
A low incidence angle triggers intensified surface scattering mechanisms at the flattened
water surface below the target compared to the surrounding water surface and the surface
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detector Co-SiDPolRAD shows much better results in Figure 11b than in Figure 11d
accordingly. Again, PolEntropy is especially weak at HS mode. Although, when set for
anomalies with a low entropy, this detector sometimes could be promising for data acquired
under moderate or rather high incidence angles. Figure 11a (an entropy detector set to
search for high entropy would reach an AUC of 0.97 here) and Figure 11d, where it scores
an AUC for 0.92 affirms that theory, whereas Figure 11b invalidates it. The PolEntropy
seems very co-dependent on the polarization mode and presumably on scene parameters
such as weather situation and vessel orientation as well.

4.2.6. Combining iDPolRAD Detectors

The combination of iDPolRAD detectors for surface and volume scattering improves
the results for our special target as it can be seen in Figure 12. It enables the detector to
search for surface scattering and volume scattering at the same time.

Figure 12. ROC curves for the iDPolRAD volume detector (green), its “surface” variant (orange) and
the two new combinations in dark blue (pixel-based, multilooked).

To create the iDPolRAD_comb2, we tested different logical operators. It turned out
that using the ’or’ for the positives and the negatives in the two detectors’ detection masks
respectively yields the best result. Table 3 illustrates that the AUCs for the other three
possible combinations of the available logical operators ’or’ and ’and’ are much lower.

Table 3. AUCs for different combinations of logical operators used for the iDPolRAD-comb2.

Negatives

and or

and 0.49 0.7
Positives or 0.98 1

4.3. Summary of Results Using TerraSAR-X Data

Table 4 wraps up all the detectors’ performance comparison using TSX data and
highlights selected scene parameters such as low incidence angles or cross-pol data which
are found as being especially challenging for intensity-based detectors. To compute the
overall performance, all available data is used which means that HH/VV and HH/HV
data are put together. In the central three columns, light green cells mark AUCs of 98%
or greater whereas dark green cells indicate the detector with the highest AUC for the
respective category. Furthermore, we want to add the computational cost as a factor to
the comparison as an expenditure of time normalized by the CA-CFAR time and acquired
under the same size for the moving windows for all detectors.
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It shows, that the CA-CFAR and the sub-look detector have the big advantages that
only one single polarization channel is needed, their cost is quite low and their overall
performance is quite high. As it is known for the intensity-based CA-CFAR, the SubCorr
does not perform well neither in the “challenging” data categories.

Table 4. Detectors’ performance comparison (pixel-based, multilooked).

Challenges

Detector Applicability to
Single-Pol Mode

Overall
Performance Low Incidence Angle Cross-Pol

Cost per Step
(Norm = CA-CFAR)

CA-CFAR 95 76 73 1
SubCorr 94 78 75 2.8
PNF x 98 96 99 3.8
PolEntropy x 69 63 90 42.3
PMF x 99 97 99 70.6
PWF x 99 97 99 14.9
PolSym x 99 99 98 0.4
Cross-iDPolRAD x 46 45 46 0.4
Co-SiDPolRAD x 94 100 94 0.4
iDPolRAD_comb1 x 99 100 99 0.8
iDPolRAD_comb2 x 100 100 100 0.8

From the remaining group of polarimetric detectors, in all of them, except the Po-
lEntropy, the volume scattering detecting iDPolRAD and its surface detecting variant
reach very high AUCs in all categories. Of that group of the remaining very high per-
forming detectors, the two new iDPolRAD combinations appeared to perform at least
one magnitude faster than the PMF and PWF and almost five times faster than the PNF.
None of the polarimetric detectors is especially challenged by low acquisition angles or
cross-polarization data. On the contrary, the PolEntropy manages to extract a way better
TCR when having access to the cross-polarization channel. In terms of computational cost,
it shows that the sub-look detector SubCorr, the polarimetric detectors PolSym and the
group of iDPolRADs perform at the same order of magnitude whereas the PNF with it
pixel-wise normalization is a little bit slower. The PolEntropy, PWF and PMF are more
expensive in the scale of one to two orders of magnitude due to the fact that they need to
use a for loop for the diagonalization.

Performance Tests Using Sentinel-1 Data

While until this point we only focused on TSX data, we want to add now an evaluation
of the VDSs’ detection capabilities when using S1 data. Our S1 data collection consists of
four Interferometric Wide Swath (IW) dual-pol sets with a spatial resolution of about 70
m²/pixel. Accordingly, the inflatable now is represented only by very few pixels (between
one and five) in the binary masks for the sea truth. The methods used are similar to the
workflow involving TSX data. Only, S1’s coarse spatial resolution reduced the maximum
backscatter intensity from the inflatable. That is why when is came to generate the sea
truth masks, the minimum TCR had to be lowered from µ + 3 ∗ σ of the local clutter which
was used for TSX to µ + 2 ∗ σ. Otherwise the boat would not be visible at all. Finally, the
preprocessing needed some extra steps (such as deburst).

Figure 13 reveals that under the given circumstances of a calm sea state an automatic
detection of our inflatable is possible with S1 data. Similar to the results obtained with TSX,
the iDPolRAD_comb2 performs best. Similar good results can be seen from the surface
detector, the CA-CFAR with co-pol data, the PWF, and the PMF. The PNF, the PolSym, and
the SubCorr detector on the other hand seem to suffer more from coarse resolution and
show very low AUCs. Due to the fact that the vessel cannot be identified in one of the four
datasets, none of the VDS surpass an AUC of 0.75.
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(a) False positive rate in linear scale. (b) False positive rate in logarithmic scale.

Figure 13. VDS performance test on S1 data (pixel-based, multilooked).

5. Discussion

Our experiments show that the detection of very small, non-metallic vessels such as
our refugee inflatable is possible with high resolution SAR data and calm sea states (as
represented by the lake experiment). Most of the detectors show very good results under
the given presets. As expected, the detection task was revealed easier than the delineation
task which we chose to do relying on the intensity values. This is questionable, but we
found no other way to deal with the unknown GPS receiver’s inaccuracy.

All of the SAR imagery collected show an empty boat which reflects a more challenging
scenario than real applications where these inflatables use to accommodate more than
100 people. The limited availability of a ’full’ vessel (30–40 passengers) can unfortunately
not entirely describe the impact of these people on the vessel’s radar backscatter behaviour.
For the empty boat, surface scattering dominates its inside with only occasional volume
scattering presumably at its transom or around the inflatable’s tubes. However, in a
realistic environment, such boats host tens of people that, reasonably, largely perturb
the backscattered signal with respect to an empty boat. In order to accommodate for
possible changes of backscattering when there are passengers we designed a new detector,
combining surface and volume scattering.

Furthermore, the authors are aware of the fact that our lake only represents calm sea
conditions and we could not test the detector with higher sea states. We would therefore
expect the AUCs to reduce when facing stronger winds and higher waves. In order to
extend the validity of these results for higher sea states, future research should aim at
gathering more realistic data from the open sea.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we compare the performance of different vessel detection systems for
the detection of a small rubber inflatable using TerraSAR-X and Sentinel-1 data. The tests
are structured such that the influence of different sensor settings can be observed. The
study revealed that we can achieve discrete detection performance when the clutter is not
too strong. Low incidence angles decrease the performance of many detectors but has little
effect on the polarimetric approaches. Cross-pol data has a negative impact on the CA-
CFAR and the sublook detector but all polarimetric detectors, except the PolEntropy, reach
similar results on cross-pol and on co-pol data. Therefore, polarimetry seems to improve
detection especially when it comes to what we defined as more challenging situations.
As TerraSAR-X data is concerned, all algorithms perform better on multilooked data.
The spatial resolution has a minor impact comparing TerraSAR-X’s HS mode (pixel size
1–2 m²) and SM mode (3–5 m²) since detectors’ performance are quite similar. Lowering the
resolution further down to 70 m² by using Sentinel-1’s Interferometric Wide Swath mode
brings about reduced target to clutter ratios, lowers the contrast of edges and hampers
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vessel detection capabilities and decreases the accuracy of vessel identification through
delimitation from bigger ships by correct boat size estimation.

The introduced new version of the iDPolRAD aimed at anomalies in surface scattering
worked better on the chosen target than the volume detection algorithm but the best results
are delivered by the combination of the two iDPolRADs. That enables volume scattering
and surface scattering detection at the same time leading to a further improvement of
the detection performance for the chosen target. In the comparison with a range of ship
detectors those new combinations proved to bebest suited for our test-bed data of small
rubber inflatables. This is true for detection performance as well as for the computing costs.

For future research, the impact of the scene and target settings, for instance the
vessel’s orientation, speed, heading and superstructure should be addressed. The new
combinations of the iDPolRAD reach higher AUCs and it seems to be a promising way
to go for further research. Since there are several SAR images of a moving vessel, wake
detection and GMTI techniques could be explored to increase detection rates. Furthermore,
the detector testing should be extended to quad-pol data, to different spatial resolutions
(favourably between 5 and 10 m and to other wavelengths such as C-band RADARSAT-2)
and to non-calibrated SAR or compact polarization SAR (e.g., ALOS-2). Finally, in order to
extend this to higher sea states, future campaigns should be planned at sea.
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